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ABSTRACT

Objective: To review the scientific literature concerning the classification of fibromyalgia (FM), including previous studies focusing on the gnosologic evaluation of FM, with the aim of proposing a classificatory hypothesis based on the current scientific evidence.

Methods: Systematic review using a baseline MEDLINE search. Search terms included “fibromyalgia” and “classification.” Additional articles were identified through a comprehensive manual search of the references of retrieved articles.

Results: This systematic review has identified, on the one hand, several classificatory proposals based on psychopathological aspects, and, on the other hand, the key role of associated diseases. Based on the scientific evidence currently available, the following FM subsets were defined: patients with no associated processes (type I FM), patients with associated rheumatic/autoimmune chronic diseases (type II FM), patients with severe psychiatric disorders (type III FM) and patients with simulated FM (type IV FM).

Conclusions: Few studies have specifically analyzed the classification of FM into subgroups with a more homogeneous clinical expression. Correct classification of patients with FM requires the integration of two key concepts (psychopathological evaluation and coexistence of comorbid processes), with an individual diagnostic evaluation by a multidisciplinary team.

Clasificación de la fibromialgia. Revisión sistemática de la literatura

Objetivo: Recopilar la información existente sobre la clasificación de la fibromialgia (FM), analizar los antecedentes relevantes en relación con una subdivisión nosológica y proponer una hipótesis clasificatoria fundamentada en la evidencia científica existente en la actualidad.

Metodología: Revisión sistemática de la literatura mediante búsqueda en la página web PubMed. Los términos de búsqueda en MEDLINE fueron «fibromialgia» y «clasesificación». Se realizó una búsqueda manual adicional entre las referencias de los artículos seleccionados.

Resultados: La revisión sistemática de la literatura ha permitido identificar, por una parte, la existencia de varias propuestas clasificatorias esencialmente basadas en criterios psicopatológicos y, por otra parte, la importancia de evaluar las enfermedades relacionadas con la FM. Según la evidencia analizada, se han identificado los siguientes subgrupos clasificatorios en el paciente que cumple los criterios vigentes de 1990: pacientes sin ninguna enfermedad concomitante (FM tipo I), pacientes con enfermedades crónicas reumáticas y autoinmunitarias (FM tipo II), pacientes con grave alteración en la esfera psicopatológica (FM tipo III) y pacientes simuladores (FM tipo IV).

Conclusiones: Son pocos los estudios que analizan de forma específica cómo identificar subgrupos de pacientes con FM con una expresión clínica más homogénea. El análisis ha permitido identificar que los principales aspectos a evaluar en la clasificación del paciente con FM son el perfil psicopatológico y la coexistencia de otros procesos. Una adecuada clasificación del paciente con FM sólo puede realizarse mediante una evaluación diagnóstica individualizada por parte de un equipo multidisciplinario.

© 2008 Elsevier España, S.L. Todos los derechos reservados.
Introduction

Fibromyalgia (FM) is a disease which frequently causes chronic pain in the population. It is characterized by persistent and chronic, generalized pain which in patients is localized, overall, in the locomotor system and which represents an exaggerated hypersensitivity in multiple, predefined points (tender points), without demonstrable organic alterations. It is typically related with a greater symptom variety among which there is persistent fatigue, sleep disturbances, rigidity and anxious-depressive symptoms.

FM was recognized as a disease by the World Health Organization (WHO) in 1992, and typified in the International classification of diseases (ICD-10) with the code M79.0. However, because of the absence of specific and evident organic affection, the lack of a confirmatory diagnostic test, its frequent relationship with psychopathological problems and the great impact it has on health resources, FM easily generates conflicting clinical situations and polemic scientific discussions. The great heterogeneity of FM clinical expression, added to the lack of standardized instruments to order and classify the different symptoms and clinical presentations contributes even more to the hopelessness and, occasionally, impotence that appears when attending to these patients.

It is unnecessary to point out the importance of having a classification of FM based on its relationship to other diseases (gnosologic classification), something that is evermore used in the area of systemic autoimmune and rheumatic diseases. This type of classification or subdivision has shown to be useful in clinical practice when dealing with patients that present very heterogeneous diseases regarding their clinical expression, because it allows the identification of more homogeneous subgroups of patients and, therefore, identifies candidates to receive more individualized diagnostic and therapeutic guidelines.

The objective of the present study is to analyze the existing information regarding the classification of FM through the systematic review of the literature to, as a next step, analyze the relevant history in relation to a gnosologic subdivision, evaluate previous classificatory attempts and, finally, propose a classification hypothesis based on the currently existing scientific evidence.

Methodology

A search of the MEDLINE database was performed through the PubMed webpage (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) of articles included between January 1, 1955 and March 31, 2008. The search strategy was based on a combination of the terms “fibromyalgia” and “classification.” No search filter was established with respect to the type of study, language of publication or certain patient subgroup analysis.

Of the selected articles through the search strategy described above, the content of the abstract was analyzed according to the following selection criteria:

- The article must study or analyze patients with FM.
- Its content should be related, at least potentially, with the classification or subdivision of FM.
- No congress abstract information was evaluated.

After this approach, the selected full text articles were analyzed. The decision on their inclusion as relevant to the study was based on the following premises:

- Patients included in the studies should comply with the classification criteria proposed by the American College of Rheumatology in 1990.
- Articles should contain information on the gnosologic classification of FM (description, differentiation and classification of patients according to concomitant diseases).
- In case of duplicate information, the most recent article was selected.
- Studies on prognostic classification or severity of FM, influence in quality of life or classifications based on therapeutic interventions were not included in the analysis.

The manual review of the included references allowed the identification of additional articles of interest, for which the same relevance criteria exposed before were applied.

After summarizing the information extracted of the articles finally selected, results were grouped according to the following points:

- Critical analysis of the 1990 criteria.
- Previous classifications with a predominantly gnosologic basis.
- Classification proposal.

Results

The bibliographic search identified a total of 279 publications, of which 61 were selected as relevant. After the detailed analysis of each one of these studies, 22 were excluded. Manual review identified 40 additional studies, with the final inclusion of 79 articles in the analysis (Figure).

Critical analysis of the 1990 criteria

In order to differentiate FM from other symptoms with similar manifestations, the American College of Rheumatology (ACR) led a 1990 multicentric study in order to unify and homogenize classification criteria. These criteria insured the validity in the diagnosis of FM independently of whether there were other concomitant diseases or not, with a sensitivity of 88% and a specificity of 81%. The two chosen criteria were the history of chronic diffuse generalized pain and the unleashing of pain after digital pressure is applied in at least 11 of 18 predefined trigger points (both criteria centered exclusively on pain).

The systematic review has shown a growing critical vision on the specificity of these two criteria when identifying patient subgroups with homogeneous characteristics in the clinical practice.

The first classification criteria is similar to the one employed to identify patients with chronic widespread pain. The difficulty in distinguishing the states of chronic pain according to their cause have recently been evaluated by Provenzano et al who, although some differences are indicated in the expression of pain in patients with different diseases, concludes on how difficult it is to discriminate the type of pain in relation to the underlying diseases. In that way, Coster et al detected a prevalence of chronic, generalized pain in 4.5% of the general population, of which more than half (2.5%) presented, in addition, the ACR FM criteria. Therefore, differentiating if a patient has chronic widespread pain, (an entity as prevalent as it is heterogeneous and discussed) or FM is based only in the additional compliance of the second criteria, pain upon pressure on trigger points.

With respect to the second criteria, the systematic review has shown polemic on the fact that the trigger points are the only instrument that allows for the differentiation of the patient with chronic widespread pain (of any cause) from the patient with FM. The main studies show a great variety of aspects that seed doubt on how solid the use of trigger points as a solid and objective criteria for the diagnosis of FM is, which includes their great variation over time.

The few differences seen depending on whether trigger points, groups of points or areas are analyzed, the heterogeneity in the different forms for their evaluation and its results, the modest association found between pain in a body segment and a
specific, localized trigger point localized to such a segment, and even lack of consensus in the definition of “negative” or control points. Another argument employed by some authors is that the points behave as a continuum in a way that allows for more pain to generate more points and, in addition, allows for more stress to generate more trigger points. Therefore, establishing a cut point at 11, which theoretically would distinguish a patient with FM from one who does not have the disease, is completely artificial.

According to the studies analyzed, the problems that these two criteria generate in the “real” patient, who frequently has a large amount of manifestations, processes and/or different concomitant diseases, are patent. This fact leads to a great heterogeneity in the clinical presentation of the patient who complies with the FM classification criteria and underlines the importance of proposing clinical presentation of the patient who complies with the FM diseases, are patent. This fact leads to a great heterogeneity in the amount of manifestations, processes and/or different concomitant criteria generate in the “real” patient, who frequently has a large who does not have the disease, is completely artificial.

In 2001, Hurtig et al performed a semieperimental clinical trial in 29 patients with FM using a quantitative test that measured pain produced by thermal stimuli on the back of the hand and that led to the definition of 2 subgroups with distinct behaviour produced by the changes in temperature. This classification has been employed by Raak et al in the analysis of a small series of patients with FM and its implications in the nursing care of these patient.

In 2003, Giesecke et al proposed, for the first time, to add the psychopathological profile evaluation (proposed by Turk) and the personalized analysis of the response to pain (tenderness and pain perception). The results identified 3 subgroups of different patients with a very well defined psychopathological profile, a profile that was related in a very practical manner with the way in which the patients in each one of the subgroups responded to pain.

In 2006, Blasco et al performed an ample study on the psychopathological profile of patients with FM, by applying the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory Estado/Rasgo (STAI-E/R), Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) and MMPI to a group of 75 patients. The authors proposed a formula they called the “index of fibromyalgia psychopathological profile” (Iippc), derived from the MMPI-2, which was capable of distinguishing between two types of psychopathological profiles in the patient with FM (profiles A and B), and that from a therapeutic standpoint can be used as an indicator of psychopathological severity.

The analysis of the characteristics of these classifications has allowed us to identify the following key aspects:

- The four main proposals are based on the psychopathological profile of the patient.
- All subdivisions are empirical.
- None of the classifications incorporates the relationship with FM with the coexistence or not of concomitant illness.
- These classifications have not been validated in large series of FM patients.

Proposal for a gnosologic classification

The systematic review has proven the importance of considering concomitant disease when classifying subgroups of patients with FM, a concept eradicated by the article that proposed the 1990 criteria, because upon finding no significant differences in the
application of these criteria between primary FM and that related to other processes, the conclusion of the study was to abandon the use of the subclassification system. After the detailed analysis of the existing information characteristics, the systematic review has allowed us to identify diverse groups of patients with FM, some which have been well defined in prior classifications. On this basis and following an empirical classifying scheme, we have summarized the current knowledge in a classification hypothesis that includes both the psychopathological profile and the coexistence of the different processes and clinical situations that the patient with FM can present (Table 1).

- **Idiopathic fibromyalgia** (type I). This subgroup, defined by Müller et al. as “FM with extreme sensitivity to pain not associated with psychiatric processes,” was identified by Giesecke et al. in 2003 thanks to an exhaustive psychopathological analysis of 97 patients with FM centered on the evaluation of three aspects: mood (evaluated through the CES-D and STPI questionnaires), cognition (evaluated through some subscales of the CSQ) and tenderness (analyzed using a pain meter and the MRS methodology). The authors identified a small group of patients (16%, all women) who presented a differential psychopathological profile characterized by normal values in their mood, very low catastrophizing values and an elevated degree of control over perceived pain in the CSQ, in spite of presenting elevated tenderness upon induced pain.

- **Fibromyalgia related to chronic diseases** (type II). In spite of the fact that fibromyalgia has been described in patients with chronic disease of almost any cause (degenerative, autoimmune, endocrine, infectious, or neoplastic), there is no doubt that most of the cases are diagnosed in patients with chronic diseases that are accompanied by dysfunction and, overall, daily pain (to a certain degree). Most of these diseases can be included within the area of rheumatology, and includes both systemic diseases (FM type IIa) and local processes (FM type IIb). Systemic diseases most frequently related to FM are Sjögren’s syndrome and rheumatoid arthritis (Table 2). In order to adequately classify patients, the first step is for the corresponding specialist to insure that the current classification criteria are correctly applied, and then perform an adequate psychopathological evaluation as proposed by Blasco et al. On the other hand, patients with local or regional bone and muscle chronic processes can also develop FM. The term used recently to denominate this group of processes is “painful regional syndrome,” and is related to the degeneration of bone and muscle structures in a determined localization.

- **Fibromyalgia in patients with psychopathologic diseases** (type III). Merskey in 1989 observed patients with FM and a severe psychopathological alteration, something confirmed by Giesecke et al. in 2003, upon identifying a subgroup of patients with altered values in the psychosocial domain study (very elevated scores in the analysis of depressive symptoms measured using the CES-D questionnaire and anxiety in the STPI questionnaire) and a significant dissociation in the study of cognition through the CSQ (elevated scores in catastrophizing and low scores regarding control of pain). This subgroup of patients is crucial to the psychiatrist’s contribution, who must carry out a detailed evaluation of the psychopathological and social aspects influencing the health status of the patient through self-applied questionnaires such as the Symptom Checklist (SCL-90R), the Illness Behavior Questionnaire (IQB), the Chronic Illness Problem Inventory (CIPI), the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) or the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI). According to Blasco et al., patients with FM have greater psychological adjustment problems, a profile that was called psychopathological profile B (profile DP according to the MMPI-2). It has even been shown that alterations in the affective sphere (among them, FM) have a strong familiar aggregation, indicating a “hereditary” role in determined psychopathological alterations. The key aspect in the identification of these patients is the demonstration that the psychopathological process precedes FM diagnosis.

- **Simulated fibromyalgia** (type IV). Several studies have identified a subgroup of patients who simulate FM, which has characteristics that are easily known upon searching through the internet and because it is a disease in which the lack of a diagnostic test impedes a firm diagnosis. The enormous media and social impact of FM has led to an exponential increase in the visits received by primary care physicians mainly, as well as rheumatologists, on the part of patients who have a clinical syndrome suggesting FM. The main objective of this subgroup is to obtain permanent job disability compensation, and almost pathognomonically stop attending their visits to the physician once their objective has been met. We have not identified any study that proposes a protocol to evaluate and identify these patients and only one demonstrated a larger degree of pain reported by patients soliciting job disability payments when compared to those not requesting it. We have identified a series of objective tests for evaluating patients with FM which could be applied to differentiate a simulation and could form a part of the study.

### Table 1

Fibromyalgia (FM) classification proposal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification subgroups</th>
<th>Primary disease</th>
<th>Autoimmune/rheumatic disease</th>
<th>Psychopathological profile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type I</strong></td>
<td>FM Idiopathic</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type II</strong></td>
<td>FM related to chronic disease</td>
<td>Chronic-systemic disease (IIa)-locoregional (IIb)</td>
<td>Compliance with classification criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type III</strong></td>
<td>FM secondary to psychiatric disease</td>
<td>Psychiatric disease</td>
<td>Isolated autoimmune and/or rheumatic condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type IV</strong></td>
<td>FM Simulated</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2

Prevalence of fibromyalgia (FM) in young patients with chronic disease

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Patients with FM/total patients</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sjögren’s syndrome</td>
<td>115/371</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>35–39,43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rheumatoid arthritis</td>
<td>40/150</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>40,41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankylosing spondylitis</td>
<td>9/36</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteoarthritis</td>
<td>28/130</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>40,43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic cervical/lumbar pain</td>
<td>16/100</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV infection</td>
<td>30/191</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>41,44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behçet’s disease</td>
<td>44/268</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>45,47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psoriatic arthritis</td>
<td>28/185</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>41,48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCV infection</td>
<td>42/320</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>49–52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systemic lupus erythematosus</td>
<td>133/1166</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>53–59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scleroderma</td>
<td>1/50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: HCV, hepatitis C virus; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus.
protocol of these patients, mainly because we have expected objective measurements both in the general population as well as in FM patients. Obtaining extreme values in each one of these tests can easily detect the simulating patient.

Discussion

The confusion that has historically surrounded the definition of the different processes related to chronic pain (fibromyalgia, fibrositis, myofascial pain, chronic fatigue, or pain syndrome, etc.) has led certain authors to be extremely critical of employing these nomenclature and to propose that the existing medical evidence shows that these "labels" are not supported by solid and consistent examination data or analytical or histological evidence. However, most of these processes share a great amount of socio-demographic characteristics, as well as symptoms and psychological and psychiatric alterations.

Numerous authors have posed the question of whether FM should be considered more as a heterogeneous group of patients with similar (non-specific) symptoms rather than a defined disease. Some even state that the initial concept of FM as a "muscular disease" must currently be reviewed and transformed into a concept they call "central hypersensitivity." An optimal diagnostic and therapeutic approach in the patient with FM must include the greatest degree of individualization possible, according to the specific characteristics of each patient. The contrary is normally what occurs in daily clinical practice, in which the same treatment or approach is employed in every patient with FM. Classification of patients with FM into more homogeneous subgroups allows a larger individualization of treatment, leading to greater therapeutic success. This systematic review has shown the importance of including the main processes and diseases related to FM, which are clearly related to the different psychopathological profiles described above.

In the first subgroup of patients with FM, there are no concomitant systemic or local processes and, therefore, the complete etiology and pathogenesis of the process is unknown. Müller et al compared the plasma cytokine profile of 25 patients with type I FM with that of 13 patients with type II FM; they found significantly elevated concentrations of tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNFa), IL-1a, and IL-10 in type I. This data indicated possible local immune alterations, perhaps related to nerve endings, something that falls into the field of neuroimmunology. The most recent hypothesis on the etiopathogenesis of chronic pain indicates that a key role of innate immunity of the central nervous system in the conscious induction phase of hypersensitivity, with the implication, among others, of Toll receptors in the microglia.

This subgroup of patients probably requires a different therapeutic approach of most of the patients with FM. Some authors indicate that for this subgroup presents a larger benefit of pharmacologic therapy centered on the main symptom, especially antidepressive drugs with analgesic properties, or even pure analgesics (simple or combined). Assistance health coordination through the use of diagnostic protocols and especially therapeutic ones between family physicians and specialized units in the management of chronic pain (where ever they can be found) is a fundamental element for symptom control in these patients. Lack of a psychiatric affection per se eliminates the usefulness of psychological treatment or the use of psychophama.

In FM type II (associated to chronic rheumatic and autoimmune disease), the main etiopathogenic hypothesis would be the appearance of FM as a consequence of the chronic character of the underlying disease, making it important to define, as exactly as possible, the moment of the diagnosis of the underlying disease and the date in which FM was diagnosed. It is not always easy and in this group one could even include patients with the simultaneous appearance of both processes, but one must always try to separate the appearance of the baseline diseases (complying with its respective criteria), from FM. Blasco et al defined in these patients a concrete psychopathological profile (profile A), typically related to chronic diseases in which anxious-depressive symptoms predominate with an important mutual influence between both processes (DC type psychopathological profile in the MMPI-2). The identification of this psychopathological profile on the part of the specialist (Table 4) is of great help in order to correctly classify this subgroup of patients. From a therapeutic point of view, the main effort should be aimed at controlling the main symptoms of the baseline disease, which can be joint pain in rheumatoid arthritis, spondylitis and systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), muscle inflammation (myopathies), or other general and local symptoms (sickle symptoms in Sjögren's syndrome). It is common to find chronic fatigue in most if not all of these patients, as well as generalized joint and muscle pain, which tend to respond positively to the use of antimalarials such as hidroxycloroquine. During acute flares of these diseases, the use of anti-inflammatory drugs and steroids is inevitable and, in more severe cases, immunosuppressants and even biologic therapy. The objective should always be to have maximal control over the baseline rheumatic or autoimmune disease, a fact that will help in a large way to separate the symptoms of the baseline disease to those derived from the secondary psychopathological problem. Of course, the almost invariable appearance of psychopathological alterations that appear in patients with a chronic and incurable disease must be taken into account. An adequate psychopathologic evaluation should confirm in these patients that the symptoms are due to the underlying disease, and that the psychiatric symptoms present are considered as an adaptive response to the difficulty involved in dealing on a daily basis with the symptoms of the baseline disease. The psychopathological focus should be different with respect to other subgroups and Giesecke et al point to the fact that the use of behavioral-cognitive techniques in these patients would have a lesser chance of being effective. Due to their converrive personality, these patients may be resistant to comprehending their problem as well as to psychological intervention.

In the third subgroup (FM type III), FM can be considered as a somatic manifestation of a severe underlying psychopathological process, both in the affective as in the personality sense, in which pain would be the medium in which the patients would channel all of the underlying psychological malaise. In this subgroup of patients, the primary character of the psychopathological symptoms predominates (that inherent to disease). Rubin proposes the evaluation of different aspects that can help to identify a psychosomatic origin of pain, such as present or past history of abuse, severe trauma and the recognition of personality alterations which may be related or of predisposing family settings. According to Blasco et al, patients with FM present greater psychological maladjustments, a profile they denominated psychopathological profile B (profile DP according to the MMPI-2) (Table 4). As for the characteristics of the personality traits in these patients, it must be said that the patients that form this type of profile have enhanced traits of an avoiding, dependent and
Table 4
Main psychopathological aspects of patients with fibromyalgia (classification by Blasco et al19)

1. Psychopathological profile A
• Preoccupation due to somatic symptoms
• Mild anxiety over health problems
• Tendency to develop physical symptoms under stress
• Social competence (expressive persons)
• Wish to be considered as sure of themselves, happy, friendly, caring, and responsible
• Intention of normalizing life and overcoming symptoms
• Avoidance conduct regarding disagreeable or upsetting situations
• Subtle avoidance of responsibility
• Considered as dependent more by others than themselves

2. Psychopathological profile B
• Limited resources when confronting stress
• Demands help upon perceiving difficulty
• Larger emphasis on cognitive, sensory, osteomuscular, and neurological symptoms
• Symptoms of confusion, fear, and malaise
• Reserved personality, non-committal, and tendency to daydream, and fantasize
• High degree of anxiety, tension, and dysphoria
• Great dependency
• Fear of conflict, inhibition of ice and tolerance of domination
• Introversion, lack of self-confidence
• Hyper reactive and hypersensitive to criticism
• Sensation of being abused of, tendency to being controlled and submissive
• Extreme vulnerability to be upset by deception or difficulty; tendency to abandon when faced with the slightest anxiety
• Ruminations, dysphoria, apprehension changes in mood, preoccupation, fatigue, pessimism, lack of interest, self-criticism, and irritability
• Low self-esteem and low threshold for self-censure and self-criticism
• Elevated frequency of personality problems (group C, group A, group B)

Table 5
Immune alterations that oblige the performance of a specific study to determine if a systemic autoimmune disease or defined rheumatic disease is present

High-titer antinuclear antibodies (>1/320)
Elevated titer of rheumatoid factor (>200)
Cryoglobulinemia >1%
Low complement (reduction in C3 and/or C4)
Anti-RO/Lo antibodies
Anti-Sm antibodies
Anti-ScI70/antitopoisomerase I antibodies
High titer anti-DNA antibodies (>50)
Anti-CCP antibodies

(19) High titer anti-DNA, low complement, anti-ENA, or anti cyclic citrullinlated peptide antibodies

In summary, in order to correctly classify a patient with FM, we recommend an individual diagnostic evaluation on the part of different specialists (multidisciplinary diagnostic approximation19). In first place, the diagnosis of FM must be confirmed (family physician and/or rheumatologist) and then, the evaluation of possible systemic, comitant diseases (family physician, rheumatologist and systemic disease specialist) or local chronic processes (family physician, rheumatologist and trauma specialist) must be made, in order to finally perform a precise diagnosis on the processes or baseline psychopathologic diseases (psychologist or psychiatrist).

Obtaining a clear diagnosis in each one of these 4 areas, as well as the temporal analysis of the appearance of different symptoms or processes will allow for the inclusion of each patient into each one of the classification subgroups.
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